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Much previous research has demonstrated that listeners do not agree well when using traditional
rating scales to measure pathological voice quality. Although these findings may indicate that
listeners are inherently unable to agree in their perception of such complex auditory stimuli, another
explanation implicates the particular measurement method—rating scale judgments—as the culprit.
An alternative method of assessing quality—listener-mediated analysis-synthesis—was devised to
assess this possibility. In this new approach, listeners explicitly compare synthetic and natural voice
samples, and adjust speech synthesizer parameters to create auditory matches to voice stimuli. This
method is designed to replace unstable internal standards for qualities like breathiness and
roughness with externally presented stimuli, to overcome major hypothetical sources of
disagreement in rating scale judgments. In a preliminary test of the reliability of this method,
listeners were asked to adjust the signal-to-noise ratio for 12 synthetic pathological voices so that the
resulting stimuli matched the natural target voices as well as possible For comparison to the
synthesis judgments, listeners also judged the noisiness of the natural stimuli in a separate task using
a traditional visual-analog rating scale. For 9 of the 12 voices, agreement among listeners was
significantly 共and substantially兲 greater for the synthesis task than for the rating scale task. Response
variances for the two tasks did not differ for the remaining three voices. However, a second
experiment showed that the synthesis settings that listeners selected for these three voices were
within a difference limen, and therefore observed differences were perceptually insignificant. These
results indicate that listeners can in fact agree in their perceptual assessments of voice quality, and
that analysis-synthesis can measure perception reliably. © 2001 Acoustical Society of America.
关DOI: 10.1121/1.1409969兴
PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.71.Gv 关KRK兴

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of voice quality has always been challenging.
Difficulties arise at the definitional level 共e.g., Jensen, 1965;
Sundberg, 1987兲 and compound at every step of investigation. The links between perceived quality and the underlying
vocal physiology or acoustics are not well understood, so the
importance of perceptual voice features cannot be established by reference to objective measures of phonatory function or the acoustic waveform. The inherently multidimensional nature of voice quality increases the complexity of
measurement and interpretation of results. Further, no satisfactory basis exists for defining an a priori structure for the
perceptual space, and the nature of a set of features that
might specify voice quality remains unknown. Because of
this, instrumental measures of voice cannot be validated in a
straightforward manner by their relationship to independently validated perceptual constructs. Finally, the appropriate method for measuring what listeners hear remains an unresolved issue. Research on voice quality perception has
used rating scale techniques 共including visual analog scales,
equal-appearing interval scales, and direct magnitude estimation兲 almost exclusively. However, listeners often disagree in
their assessment of overall voice quality and in their use of
scales for individual voice qualities like roughness and
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breathiness 共Gelfer, 1988; Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998; Orlikoff, 1999; Wuyts et al., 1999; but cf. Hillenbrand et al.,
1994; Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996兲. 关See, e.g., Poulton
共1979兲 and Gescheider 共1997兲 for review of similar issues
regarding judgments of the loudness of pure tones.兴 Difficulty isolating single perceptual dimensions of complex,
multidimensional stimuli appears to be a significant source
of listener disagreement 共Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000;
Kreiman et al., 1994兲. Such listener disagreement reduces
confidence in the validity and utility of existing perceptual
measures of voice, further undermining attempts to define,
describe, or quantify vocal quality.
Finding valid and reliable alternatives to traditional
voice quality scaling methods requires hypotheses about the
sources of listener disagreements, so that techniques can be
developed to control such variability. Previous studies of
pathological voices 共Gerratt et al., 1993; Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000兲 suggest that traditional perceptual scaling methods are effectively matching tasks, where external stimuli
共the voices兲 are compared to stored mental representations
that serve as internal standards for the various rating scales.
These idiosyncratic, internal standards appear to vary with
listeners’ previous experience with voices 共Kreiman et al.,
1990; Verdonck-de Leeuw, 1998兲 and with the context in
which a judgment is made 共Gerratt et al., 1993; cf. Gescheider and Hughson, 1991兲, and may vary substantially
across listeners as well as within a given listener 共Gerratt
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et al., 1993; Kreiman et al., 1993兲. In addition, severity of
vocal deviation, difficulty isolating individual dimensions in
complex perceptual contexts, and factors like lapses in attention can also influence perceptual measures of voice 共de
Krom, 1994; Kreiman and Gerratt, 2000兲. These factors 共and
possibly others兲 presumably all add uncontrolled variability
to scalar ratings of vocal quality, and contribute to listener
disagreement.
This article describes a preliminary test of an alternative
approach to the assessment of voice quality that is designed
to control these sources of measurement error. In this
method, listeners vary speech synthesis parameters to create
an acceptable auditory match to a natural voice stimulus.
When a listener chooses a best match to a test stimulus, the
synthesis settings parametrically represent the listener’s perception of voice quality. Because listeners directly compare
each synthetic token they create to the target natural voice,
they need not refer to internal standards for particular voice
qualities. Further, listeners can manipulate acoustic parameters and hear the result of their manipulations immediately.
We hypothesize that this process will help listeners focus
attention on individual acoustic dimensions, reducing the
perceptual complexity of the assessment task and presumably the associated response variability. In theory, then, the
analysis-synthesis method should improve agreement among
listeners in their assessments of voice quality relative to traditional rating scale techniques, because it controls the major
sources of variance in quality judgments.
Similar logic motivated a previous attempt to reduce
variability in ratings of voice quality through the use of fixed
external reference stimuli 共perceptual ‘‘anchors’’兲 共Gerratt
et al., 1993兲. Listeners in that study assessed vocal roughness
of synthetic stimuli using a five-point scale in which a synthetic voice sample exemplified each scale value. Because
listeners compared test stimuli to these ‘‘anchor’’ stimuli, we
hypothesized that they would agree better in their ratings
than they would when referring only to their internal criteria
for different levels of roughness in a traditional rating scale
task. In fact, listener agreement did increase significantly
when test stimuli were identical to or immediately adjacent
to the anchor stimuli, but agreement decreased sharply for
stimuli that fell further from the anchors in the series 关cf.
Wedell et al. 共1990兲, who found similar effects in ratings of
the severity of psychiatric symptoms兴. Presumably, the further apart the test and anchor stimuli were acoustically, the
more listeners relied on their internal quality standards, resulting in lower interrater agreement. Thus, while the anchored task reduced overall variation in listener ratings of
voice quality, the limited scale resolution proved a significant
source of measurement error.
The analysis-synthesis technique described in this report
is designed to correct this limitation. This task provides the
same theoretical advantages as the anchored protocol, in that
listeners explicitly match reference and test stimuli. However, the analysis-synthesis task provides much finer scale
resolution, allowing listeners to create a very close match to
the perceived quality of the test voice. Anchored protocols
also require the experimenter to choose the specific unidimensional quality scales along which voices are to be rated
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2001

共e.g., breathiness, roughness, etc.兲. Such scales have resisted
empirical validation, and the nature of the ‘‘correct’’ set of
scalar features for voice quality remains unknown. In contrast, analysis-synthesis techniques permit assessment of
quality without the need to postulate discrete perceptual
scales for particular aspects of quality, because synthesis parameters combine to model overall vocal quality. These theoretical advantages should provide better measurement reliability and validity for a synthesis rating task relative to
traditional scalar voice rating techniques. The experiment reported below provides a preliminary test of this hypothesis.
II. EXPERIMENT 1

In this preliminary test of the analysis-synthesis method
of evaluating voice quality, listeners were asked to manipulate a single acoustic parameter. Although voice quality is
multidimensional, restricting the task in this way simplifies
comparing the reliability of the synthesis task to that of traditional rating scale measures of voice, and presents the simplest case to test the potential efficacy of this technique. The
signal-to-noise ratio 共SNR兲 was selected because it has been
historically important in describing voice quality 共e.g.,
Hirano, 1988; Michaelis et al., 1998; Yumoto et al., 1982兲,
and because it can be manipulated with a single parameter
共unlike the periodic component of the source, for example,
which must be specified with several parameters as described
below兲. In a separate experiment, listeners also evaluated the
‘‘noisiness’’ of the stimulus voices using a traditional visual
analog rating scale. To the extent that the synthesis protocol
controls sources of interrater variability, listeners should
agree better in their choice of synthesis settings than they do
in the analogous rating scale task.
A. Method

1. Voice samples

Twelve samples of the vowel /a/ were selected from a
set recorded from patients in a clinical setting. Pathological
voice samples were studied for two reasons. First, accurate
and reliable measurement of voice quality is of particular
clinical importance, because patients and clinicians are often
concerned about the nature and extent of vocal deviation.
Further, pathological voices encompass a wide range of the
human larynx’s phonatory potential, and samples with
pathology have a greater range of vocal quality variables
than do samples of normal phonation. Speakers ranged in
age from 26 to 73 years 共mean ⫽ 46.3 years兲, and represented a variety of primary diagnoses, including essential
vocal tremor, vocal fold mass lesions, vocal fold paralysis,
adductory spasmodic dysphonia, reflux laryngitis, glottal incompetence, and laryngeal web. They ranged from mildly to
severely dysphonic. Both male 共n⫽4兲 and female speakers
共n⫽8兲 were included.
Voice signals were transduced with a 1-in. Bruel and
Kjaer condenser microphone held a constant 5 cm off axis.
They were then low-pass filtered at 8 kHz and directly digitized at 20 kHz. A 1-s segment was excerpted from the
middle of these productions, antialias filtered, and downsampled to 10 kHz for further analysis.
B. R. Gerratt and J. Kreiman: Measuring vocal quality
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2. Analysis and synthesis

A synthetic copy of each voice was created by an experienced operator using a custom formant synthesizer implemented in MATLAB 共MathWorks, Natick, MA兲.1 The synthesizer operates in near-real time, and allows users to
manipulate the fundamental frequency 共f 0兲, the shape of the
glottal volume velocity derivative, the spectrum of the inharmonic component of the voice source 共the noise spectrum兲,
the overall signal-to-noise ratio, formant frequencies and
bandwidths, and the rate, extent, and regularity of frequency
modulation 共tremor兲.
The goal of synthesis at this stage of the investigation
was to create the best possible copy of each target voice, so
that listener performance later in the experiment could be
attributed to task factors, rather than to limitations of the
stimuli. Initial parameter settings for synthesis were derived
from acoustic analyses of the voices as follows. Formant
frequencies and bandwidths were estimated using autocorrelation linear predictive coding 共LPC兲 analysis with a window
of 25.6 ms 共increased to 51.2 ms when stimulus f 0 was near
or below 100 Hz兲. The glottal volume velocity derivative
was estimated by inverse filtering a single glottal pulse from
the microphone recordings, using the method described by
Javkin et al. 共1987兲. The frequency of this cycle served as
the initial estimate of mean f 0.
The output of the inverse filter was least-squares fit with
a Liljencrants–Fant 共LF兲 source model 共Fant et al., 1985兲,
and the parameters of the best-fitting LF model were used to
specify the harmonic component of the voice source in the
synthesizer. The traditional LF model was slightly modified
to improve the fit of the return phase, and so that the beginning of the closed phase was explicitly specified with a parameter. The ‘‘equal area constraint,’’ which requires that areas under the positive and negative curves in the flow
derivative be the same, was also abandoned. When modeling
some voices with this constraint in place, the return phases
did not consistently return to zero. This introduced highfrequency artifacts when the next pulse began at 0 共see Epstein et al., 1999, for further details兲.
Slow variations in f 0 共vocal tremors兲 were modeled by
modulating the nominal f 0 in one of two patterns: a sine
wave, or irregular modulation. Rate and extent of frequency
modulation in both cases were estimated from f 0 tracks of
the natural voices 共see Kreiman et al., 2001, for details兲.2
To synthesize noise, a cepstral-domain comb filter similar to that described by de Krom 共1993兲 first removed the
harmonic part of the signal, leaving an estimate of the inharmonic component of the voice. This residual was then inverse filtered to remove the effects of vocal tract resonances,
leaving the inharmonic part of the source. Next, this noise
spectrum was fitted with a 25-segment piece-wise linear approximation. Finally, a 100-tap finite impulse response filter
was synthesized for the fitted noise spectrum, and a spectrally shaped noise time series was created by passing white
noise through this filter. The effects of jitter and shimmer
were not modeled separately from overall spectral noise.
The synthesizer sampling rate was fixed at 10 kHz. To
overcome quantization limits on modeling f 0, the source
time series was synthesized pulse by pulse using an interpo2562
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lation algorithm. Within each pulse, samples were interpolated at exact sample instants as follows. A plot of f 0 versus
time was generated for the duration of the 1-s token to be
synthesized, taking into account any modeled vocal tremor.
Source pulses with frequencies dictated by the f 0 versus
time plot were calculated, and then concatenated to produce
a synthetic time series. To reduce phase error, the absolute
beginning and ending times of each pulse were tracked and
used in the interpolation of succeeding pulses. At the beginning instant of each new pulse 共which could occur at any
time, including between samples兲, the f 0 curve generated
above was interpolated to find f 0 for this LF pulse. Given
that f 0, the LF pulse was stretched or compressed to obtain
the appropriate period, and sample points were calculated
accordingly. The overall effect is equivalent to digitizing an
analog pulse train with pulses of the exact desired frequencies at the fixed 10-kHz sample rate.
The LF pulse train was added to the noise time series
previously described to create a complete glottal source
waveform. The ratio of noise to LF energy was initially set to
match the value calculated from the original voice sample.
The complete synthesized source was filtered through the
vocal tract model 共estimated through LPC analysis, as described earlier兲 to generate a preliminary version of the synthetic voice. Finally, the operator adjusted all synthesis parameters to achieve the best possible perceptual match to the
original voice. Note that all synthesis parameters, including
noise, were optimized simultaneously. Again, the goal at this
stage in the experiment was to create the best possible overall match to each target voice. In the judgment of listeners in
a previous experiment 共Kreiman et al., 2001兲, all 12 synthetic stimuli provided excellent matches to the original
voices. In particular, spectral noise integrated into the
stimuli, resulting in very natural-sounding synthetic voices.
3. Listeners

Ten expert listeners 共five otolaryngologists, three
speech-language pathologists, and two phoneticians, including both authors, one of whom created the stimuli兲 participated in this experiment. All had extensive experience evaluating and/or treating voice disorders, and all reported normal
hearing.
4. Experimental synthesis task

Prior to the experiment the signal-to-noise ratio for each
synthetic stimulus was set to 50 dB. This produced synthetic
voices that were free of noise. Listeners were then asked to
change the overall signal-to-noise ratio until the synthetic
token perceptually matched the natural target token. Listeners made their adjustments by moving a sliding cursor with a
mouse along a 100-mm scale displayed on a computer
monitor.3 Left and right endpoints of this scale corresponded
to signal-to-noise ratios of 50 dB 共noise free兲 and 0 dB 共high
level of noise兲. These limits spanned the range of noise levels found in pilot studies of 70 pathological voices. Adjustments could be made in steps of 0.05 dB. Changes in the
position of the cursor increased or decreased the overall
B. R. Gerratt and J. Kreiman: Measuring vocal quality

TABLE I. Rating variances for the two perceptual tasks.

Voice

Rating variance:
Synthesis task

Rating variance:
Visual analog rating task

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

6.27
35.13
10.27
17.34
485.88
13.97
33.69
30.97
433.49
3.58
295.52
11.42

234.54
806.27
407.78
131.96
144.10
86.46
157.51
356.27
317.73
241.96
402.23
554.18

F共9,9兲
37.41,
22.95,
39.71,
7.61,
3.37,
6.19,
4.68,
11.50,
1.36,
67.59,
1.36,
48.52,

p⬍0.05
p⬍0.05
p⬍0.05
p⬍0.05
n.s.
p⬍0.05
p⬍0.05
p⬍0.05
n.s.
p⬍0.05
n.s.
p⬍0.05

signal-to-noise ratio, but did not change the shape of the
noise spectrum, which remained fixed for each voice
throughout the experiment. Within each trial and across all
listeners, other synthesis parameters were held constant at
values that produced good perceptual matches to the original
voices 共as determined by listeners in Kreiman et al., 2001兲.
This provided a constant perceptual frame for listeners’ noise
manipulations.
The experiment took place in a double-walled sound
booth. Listeners heard the stimuli in free field over good
quality loudspeakers, at a comfortable listening level. Voices
were presented in a different random order to each listener.
Listeners were able to play the synthetic token and natural
target stimulus as often as necessary, and could make as
many adjustments to the noise level as necessary to achieve
a satisfactory match during their noise adjustments. Testing
took approximately 40 min.

FIG. 1. For each voice, the likelihood of two raters agreeing within 7 mm in
their voice assessments versus the mean rating for that voice. 共a兲 The visual
analog scale task. 共b兲 The analysis-synthesis task. One case is hidden by
overlapping points.

To compare patterns of listener agreement, we calculated the likelihood that two listeners’ ratings would agree
within 7 units on the 100 unit scales 关corresponding to approximately 0.5 scale value on a 7 point equal-appearing
interval scale 共Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998兲兴. These probabilities are plotted against the mean rating for each voice in Fig.
1. Patterns of agreement for the visual analog task showed
near zero agreement between pairs of listeners for voices
whose mean rating was near the middle of the scale, with
slightly better agreement for voices with mean ratings at the
ends of the scale 关Fig. 1共a兲兴, similar to patterns observed for
other voice quality scales 共Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998兲. In
contrast, the probability of agreement between pairs of listeners was at or near ceiling for nine stimuli in the synthesis
task, and decreased for the three voices that received the
highest mean SNR settings 关Fig. 1共b兲兴. The cause of this
apparent decrease in interrater reliability for these voices is
examined in experiment 2, reported later in this work.

5. Rating scale task

Ten expert listeners 共eight of whom also participated in
the synthesis experiment兲 judged the perceived noisiness of
the 12 original, natural, pathologic stimuli using a traditional
100-mm visual-analog rating scale whose two ends were labeled ‘‘no noise’’ and ‘‘extremely noisy.’’ The scale was displayed on a computer monitor, and was the same length,
color, and shape as that used in the synthesis task. Listeners
made their judgments by moving a sliding cursor with a
mouse, as above. Listeners were able to replay the voices as
often as necessary prior to making their responses. Stimuli
were rerandomized for each listener. When listeners participated in both tasks, order of presentation was also randomized, and tasks were separated by at least 1 week.
B. Results

Because the signal-to-noise ratio ranged from 50 to 0,
listener responses in the synthesis task were multiplied by 2
prior to statistical analysis. Thus, possible response values
for both tasks ranged from 0 to 100. Table I shows the response variances for each voice, for the synthesis and visual
analog rating tasks. For 9 of the 12 voices, variance in synthesis settings was significantly 共and substantially兲 less than
that for the visual analog ratings. Rating variances in the two
tasks did not differ significantly for the remaining three
voices.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2001

C. Discussion

These results indicate that the synthesis protocol does
reduce variability in measures of perceived voice quality
relative to a traditional visual analog scale task. Listeners
agreed perfectly or nearly perfectly in their perceptual evaluations of pathological voice stimuli when they were given a
suitable tool for reporting their judgments. In particular, listeners agreed at or near ceiling levels for the six stimuli in
the midrange of mean SNR responses. To our knowledge,
agreement in the midrange never occurs for traditional rating
protocols 共Kreiman and Gerratt, 1998兲. Because listener
agreement improved markedly when variability due to taskrelated factors was controlled, listeners’ disagreements in traditional rating scale tasks can be attributed to task-related
difficulties, rather than to differences between listeners in
perceptual processes or to the inherently subjective nature of
voice perception 共Weismer and Liss, 1991兲.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Some of the remaining interrater variability in the synthesis task 共noted particularly in 3 of the 12 voices兲 may be
due to the lack of perceptual calibration of the signal-toB. R. Gerratt and J. Kreiman: Measuring vocal quality
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noise ratio scale. That is, differences among responses along
this scale may not exceed a difference limen, and thus may
not represent disagreement at all. Experiment 2 examined
listeners’ ability to distinguish differences in levels of noise
for the stimuli in experiment 1, to determine if the apparent
response variability in experiment 1 is perceptually significant.
A. Method

1. Stimuli

Twelve series of stimuli were synthesized, one series for
each of the 12 voices in experiment 1, using the custom
synthesizer previously described. Stimuli within each series
varied only in noise levels. The minimum value for each
series corresponded to the lowest level of noise selected for
that voice by the listeners in experiment 1, and the maximum
value corresponded to the highest level of noise selected for
that voice. Four equal noise steps were created between these
levels, for a total of six versions of each original voice. All
other synthesis parameters were held constant within a voice
‘‘family.’’
Each stimulus was 1 s in duration. Stimuli were scaled
for equal peak amplitude and multiplied by 30-ms ramps to
eliminate click artifacts.
2. Listeners

Twenty listeners participated in this experiment. All reported normal hearing. Both expert 共n⫽5兲 and nonexpert listeners 共UCLA students; n⫽15兲 participated, because the task
required a same/different judgment, and experts have been
shown to differ from naı̈ve listeners only for scalar ratings of
individual qualities like those used in experiment 1 共e.g.,
Kreiman et al., 1990兲.
3. Procedure

Listeners heard all possible pairs of the six different synthetic stimuli in each series, along with an equal number of
pairs where the stimuli were identical, for a total of 360
trials/listener. Stimuli within a pair were separated by 500
ms. Stimulus pairs were rerandomized for each listener.
For each pair of voices, listeners judged whether the two
stimuli were the same or different. They also rated their confidence in their response, on a five-point scale ranging from
‘‘wild guess’’ to ‘‘positive.’’ These confidence ratings were
used to derive receiver operating characteristics 共ROCs兲, as
described in the next section.
Testing took place in a double-walled sound booth.
Stimuli were presented in free field over good quality loudspeakers. Listeners were able to replay each pair of voices as
often as necessary before responding. Testing lasted approximately 45 min.
B. Results and discussion

Same/different responses were combined with listeners’
confidence ratings to create a ten-point scale ranging from
‘‘certain that voices are different’’ to ‘‘certain that voices are
the same.’’ Receiver operating characteristics 共ROCs兲 were
constructed from these recoded data by plotting the probabil2564
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ity of an incorrect ‘‘same’’ response on the x axis versus the
probability of a correct ‘‘same’’ response on the y axis, for
each level of the ten-point scale. The area under the resulting
curve ranges from 0.5 共chance兲 to 1.0 共perfect performance兲
and is a measure of listeners’ ability to discriminate among
the different stimuli that is independent of biases in favor of
‘‘same’’ or ‘‘different’’ responses 共see, e.g., Egan, 1975, or
Swets and Pickett, 1982, for review兲.
Recall that for each six-member series of stimuli, listeners heard pairs of voices that differed in noise levels by one
to five steps. To assess listeners’ ability to hear larger or
smaller differences in noise level, separate ROCs were constructed for stimuli differing by one step, two steps, three
steps, or four to five steps, for a total of four ROCs for each
of the 12 series. The 99% confidence interval around each
ROC 共as calculated by SPSS; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL兲 was
used to determine whether listeners were able to discriminate
stimuli beyond chance levels. When the 99% confidence interval for the area under a given ROC included the chance
value of 0.5, we concluded that differences of that size in
noise steps were not perceptually significant.
No difference between expert and nonexpert listeners
was found in overall discrimination accuracy 关F共1,18兲⫽0.03,
n.s.兴. To interpret the results of experiment 1, we calculated
the differences between the signal-to-noise ratio levels selected by all possible pairs of raters, and evaluated the significance of each difference with respect to the ROCs derived earlier. For example, if a pair of raters differed in their
chosen noise settings by between two and three noise steps,
and stimuli differing by three steps were not discriminable in
the present experiment, those two responses were considered
to be perceptually equivalent. These analyses indicated that
72.5% of the responses produced by the listeners in experiment 1 were in fact perceptually identical 共area under the
ROC⭐0.5兲. An additional 14.2% of responses were significantly but poorly discriminable 共0.6⬍area under the ROC
⬍0.7; hit rate⫽86.6%; false alarm rate⫽58.0%, where a hit
was defined as a correct ‘‘same’’ response兲. Only 3 listenerselected SNR values out of the 120 in experiment 1 共2.5%兲
resulted in stimuli that were consistently discriminable from
the other members of their voice ‘‘families’’ 共area under the
ROC⭓0.9兲. These three signal-to-noise ratio responses were
generated by different listeners, and were intended to match
different target voices, supporting the view that they represent random rather than systematic errors 共perhaps due to
lapses in attention兲.
Recall that for three voices in experiment 1 共Nos. 5, 9,
and 11; Table I兲, ratings from the synthesis and visual analog
tasks did not differ in variance, and the likelihood of close
agreement between pairs of listeners for these three voices in
the synthesis task was relatively poor. ROC analyses for
these voices indicated that, for voices 5 and 9, all tokens
were perceptually identical 共area under the ROC⭐0.5兲, despite the differences in signal-to-noise ratios. For voice 11,
nine tokens were indiscriminable, while the tenth was only
poorly discriminable from the others 共area under the ROC
⫽0.63兲. Thus, the majority of apparent listener disagreements in the analysis-synthesis task in fact resulted from the
B. R. Gerratt and J. Kreiman: Measuring vocal quality

FIG. 2. Glottal volume velocity derivatives and associated linear source
spectra for two voices for which listeners agreed well in their choice of
signal-to-noise ratios.

fact that most of the responses were within a difference
limen of each other.
Examination of estimated source spectra provides a preliminary explanation for the differences in listeners’ sensitivity to changes in noise levels across stimuli. Figure 2 shows
representative glottal volume velocity derivatives and the associated linear fast Fourier transform spectra for the synthetic stimuli about which listeners agreed precisely in their
selection of noise levels. Figure 3 shows the volume velocity
derivatives and source spectra for voices 5, 9, and 11, for
which listeners varied in their chosen signal-to-noise ratio.
The voices about which listeners agreed well in their noise
settings all had sources with very little energy above the first
or second harmonic. In contrast, voices 5, 9, and 11 all had
sources with significant amounts of high-frequency harmonic
energy, in addition to the excitation provided by the aperiodic component of the source 关cf. Cranen and Schroeter
共1995兲, who describe the different effects of posterior versus
medial glottal gaps on source spectral slopes兴. These two
groups of stimuli differed significantly in values of the LF
composite parameter RA 共Fant and Lin, 1988兲, which measures the amount of harmonic source energy in the higher
frequencies 关F共1,10兲⫽75.35, p⬍0.05兴. Although any interpretation must be tentative due to the limited amount of data,
small differences in noise levels are apparently more difficult
to discriminate in the presence of harmonic energy in the
higher frequencies, presumably due to masking effects. Unlike rating scale tasks, the analysis-synthesis protocol could
be used in a straightforward manner to test this hypothesis
共and others like it兲, and to derive the precise relationship
between listener sensitivity and the characteristics of the harmonic and inharmonic components of the source.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

These results indicate that listeners do in fact agree in
their perceptual assessments of pathological voice quality,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 5, Pt. 1, Nov. 2001

FIG. 3. Glottal volume velocity derivatives and associated linear source
spectra for the three voices for which listeners gave varying responses when
asked to match the signal-to-noise ratio. Voice numbers correspond to Table
I: 共a兲 voice 5, 共b兲 voice 9, and 共c兲 voice 11.

and that tools can be devised to measure perception reliably.
Many previous studies have demonstrated disagreement
among listeners in their use of traditional unidimensional
rating scales for voice quality. However, the use of an
analysis-synthesis protocol greatly simplifies the task of assessing quality. It does not require listeners to refer to varying internal standards for individual qualities, and facilitates
attending to single acoustic dimensions in complex, varying
contexts. Thus, this task appears to control several major
sources of variability in listeners’ responses, providing perceptual measures that are relatively free of the confounding
influences of cognitive and task-related variables.
A reliable, valid protocol for quantifying voice quality
perception would have many applications. Researchers and
clinicians alike have long sought objective measures of voice
quality, for example to examine prosodic or linguistic
changes in voice quality, to model differences between
speakers in individual voice quality, or to track improvement
within a single speaker with treatment. One traditional research approach has been to gather scalar ratings for individual voice qualities and calculate correlations between average ratings and acoustic or other instrumental measures of
the rated voices. Obviously, this method cannot establish a
direct link between the perception of a specific voice and the
acoustic element that gave rise to the perception, due to the
limitations of correlational approaches and to the fact that
listener disagreements undermine the interpretation of averB. R. Gerratt and J. Kreiman: Measuring vocal quality
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age ratings. The analysis-synthesis method allows listeners to
record their perception of voice quality parametrically and
objectively by selecting the level of a set of acoustic attributes. Because this approach uses speech synthesis, signals
can be manipulated systematically to demonstrate direct causation between acoustic parameters and perceived quality,
overcoming the first of these limitations; and the results presented here suggest that the listening task produces reliable
listener responses, removing the second impediment to understanding the complex association between a signal and its
perception. Much more research is certainly needed to determine a meaningful, parsimonious set of acoustic parameters
that successfully characterizes all possible normal and pathological voice qualities. However, such a set could obviate the
need for voice quality labels, allowing researchers and clinicians to replace quality labels with acoustic parameters
whose levels objectively, completely, and validly specify the
voice quality of interest.
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